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SUE THE AIRLINES
Your step by step comprehensive guide to demanding
justice against airline mistreatment

This guide is arranged chronologically and will take you step
by step through the entire process.
You will first learn about the common complaints, a bit about
the Small Claims Court system and exactly how to go about
filing your complaint.
You will then learn about how to prepare for your case, what
to and what not to do in court and how to collect
compensation from the airline company.
Keep a running tab of questions as you come across any. I
would be glad to discuss them with you.
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Do You Have a Beef With the Airline You Flew?
Who doesn’t? If you are a frequent flier (even if you are not) I am
sure you have had your share of frustrations with the airlines.
But I bet you haven’t taken as much action as you would want to
against them right? The main reason for that is the time and
research involved in taking action.
Most times you have probably just given up and decided not to
pursue your claim. Face it, it takes a lot of time, especially if you
don’t know where to start. We all know how responsive and
cooperative airlines are ;-)
Maybe you have considered hiring a lawyer in the past? But by the
time you figured out the cost of the attorney you probably didn’t think
your claim was worth pursuing.

What Have You Been Through?
How about a 3 hour flight delay due to mechanical issues with the
plane? What about a missed connection because of a late flight?
Damaged luggage? Lost luggage? I’ll stop here.
These problems aren’t so bad in their own. They become BAD when
airlines refuse to compensate you for your troubles and make
arrangements to make sure you get to where you are going as
efficiently as possible with the least amount of inconvenience to you.
Unfortunately, abusive, Ignorant, Irresponsive and Irresponsible
behavior is not uncommon to witness today in airline staff.
Congratulations on taking the first step to resolving your own issues
effectively with airlines. This process doesn’t need to take very long.
It just requires education and awareness of what the laws are, what
you are entitled to and how to go about the process.
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Knowledge is power and more than half the battle for the subject of
this book. After you have read this and understood the basic
concepts, you will be able to take action against any inconveniences
the airlines cause you from hereon.
We have let airline companies get by with so much and so many
passengers are mistreated everyday. Add to that the lack of honest
and open information available and we are talking hundreds of
thousands of frustrated travelers who have absolutely no guidance to
demanding recourse for mistreatment.
This book has one sole purpose, that is to guide and help fliers deal
with airline companies who mistreat them and ignore them.

Common Complaints Against Airlines
Ever lost luggage and not gotten reimbursed for the full value?
Ever had a flight canceled and the airline decided to send you off to
your destination in a bus without compensating you for your troubles?
What about if you decide to get on the next flight which is not till the
morning and the airline refuses to pay for your hotel and meals?
These are some of the most common complaints that are frequently
mishandled:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ticketing issues
Not getting the proper mileage
Prejudice/Discrimination
Not honoring meal and/or disability requests
Lost/Damaged bags
Accident/Injury
Issues with your pet
Involuntarily being bumped
Significant flight delay
Canceled flight because of airline issue
Compensation issues
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Not Everyone is Treated Equally
Whether it’s a forceful bump to the next available flight, getting
ignored in a customer service line, being tossed around from one
department to another like a tennis ball when you make a call or
abusive mistreatment inside the plane….Why you?
Not everyone is treated fairly all the time. As unfortunate as it
sounds, we are dealing with a business with a lot of human
interaction and involvement. And each time you have humans
involved, you face judgment calls, potential prejudice of any sort, bad
moods and other “human factors”.
There is a lot of “legal advice” in this book for free. However I am not
a lawyer by any means. The information compiled in this book is
from my personal experience, research and discussions with
numerous private and airline industry attorneys.
Please consult your legal professional when in doubt. None of what I
say should be construed as legal advice.

What Are You Going To Learn?
The objective of this book is not to cover petty issues that can be
resolved by complaining at the agent’s desk or by sending an email.
You will be learning how to sue an airline company in Small Claims
Court.
I will provide you with the specific information you need to take action
against airlines that have mistreated you. With this information you
will be able to file a complaint with the airlines without having to hire
an expensive attorney.
There is a lot of wrong information out there about Small Claims
Courts and how one can file and pursue a complaint. Add to this
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wide unawareness about the process and you can see why airlines
have been getting away with so much.
The Small Claims Court process has definitely been the best way for
me to collect recourse against airlines that have mistreated me. The
good news is that you can do it too on your own and it doesn’t cost
very much (just a minimal filing fee). In fact the court will ask the
airlines to reimburse your court fees after you have won your case.
Airlines hate Small Claims Courts. Trust me. They don’t want to send
their reps there. You will also learn how you can sue anywhere
service was provided. This is something you need to be clear on.
There is a big misunderstanding on where to file. Filing in the right
State is very important.
Finally, I will tell you about the main authoritative bodies that overlook
airlines. I will provide you with their contact information so that you
will be able to contact these agencies and officials and express your
concerns.
Here is the main take away and I will give it to you right now. Most
people just walk away from their grunts and grudges and prefer not to
deal with the airlines. However, whatever your situation is, in order to
get results, you MUST TAKE ACTION! Do it for others if you don’t
want to do it for yourself.

Who am I to tell you all this?
I am certainly not an ex airline executive or an attorney. I am a
frequent flier who has achieved the highest or second highest status
with 7 different airlines.
My name is Sunil and I was a corporate consultant with a top global
firm for a long period of time. My work required me to travel all over
the place domestically and internationally to help my clients all
around the world.
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To give you a bit more comfort that this book is not written by a high
school graduate who works at a tool and die shop, I graduated from a
top 10 business school, I hold a masters degree and hold several
certifications in my career field.
Why else would everyone fly me all over the place? They not only
paid my airfare, but my hotel, car, gas, meals and to some degree
even entertainment. Traveling is not cheap – and I’m sure I am
preaching to the choir.
I flew 110,000 miles the year I wrote this book. You may have
traveled more than me, but you can’t deny that 110,000 of traveling
will teach you a thing or two about the “rules of the game”. Right?
For four years in a row, I broke the 100,000 mile mark. In the later
half of the four year period, I was traveling every week - In on
Monday, out on Friday. Add to that weekend trips here and there and
we are talking a lot of traveling. Heck I should have just bought my
own jet like John Travolta did.
If you contact me today there is a very good chance that I am still
traveling quite a bit. Just can’t get it out of my system I guess. It has
become a lifestyle of one sort.

Why Did I Write This Book?
Because there wasn’t one when I needed it most! I learned
everything the hard way and it took me a long time to master the
process. There is simply a lot of demand for this information as so
many people are looking for practical easy to follow guidance. Learn
from my mistakes and experiences.
Airlines will keep doing what they do if action is not taken against
them. I am no politician or rich lobbyist so this is my best effort to
bring reform to airline service standards. I figured if they get sued
enough and have to settle enough suits they will just have to fix
underlying root cause.
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The corrective action is very simple. Take care of your passengers!
Those passengers that pay hundreds and thousands of dollars to
your company! I am not shouting at you. These are words for the
airline companies.
I have met so many that are just absolutely frustrated with the airline
companies. This book is my effort to get back at these companies
and make sure our voices are heard. I have priced this book very low
to make it affordable to everyone.
The proceeds are mainly to support the cost of this website
development, the server space I rent, the domain name and the few
dollars I spend maintaining it and bringing awareness to it.
Together our voices are much louder. THESE AIRLINES NEED TO
LEARN THEIR LESSON AND SOMEONE HAS GOT TO SPREAD
THE WORD OUT THERE! THEY HAVE BEEN GETTING AWAY
WITH SO MUCH FOR ALL THESE YEARS!

Your Main Objectives
This book is part education, part inspiration. Your objective is to learn
this useful and valuable information so you can be heard and
compensated for your troubles. Education is key to pretty much
everything in this world. And execution is its sister. This book
provides you with both.
When you are done with this book you will have a good
understanding of what a Small Claims Court is and how to use it to
your advantage when seeking recourse from airlines that have
mistreated you.
It’s a quick process and much easier compared to higher levels of
court. You can do everything yourself for as little as $50. There is no
need to hire an attorney and spend hours, weeks and months figuring
out where to start and where to go from there. You have everything
you need in this book.
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Airfares continue to increase and yet the quality of service continues
to decline. You will be equipped with the knowledge necessary to
understand and exercise your legal rights and sending a loud and
clear message to the airlines that their carelessness, irresponsibility
and ignorance will no longer be tolerated.

Inconvenience is the Last Thing You Need!
As if traveling is easy to begin with right? The last thing you need
when traveling is some inconvenience caused by the airlines because
of some oversight or sheer ignorance.
I see so many people get angry but yet they are so helpless they
don’t know what to do, where to go or who to talk to express their
anger. You know what I do when I see these folks?
I tell them not to waste their energy and get angry about the situation.
You should see the look I get. I hand them a card and tell them to go
to my website, understand that they are not alone in this boat and
then to take their complaint to the legal authorities that will certainly
catch the airlines’ attention. The Small Claims Court is by far the best
way to get your message across to the airlines.
This step-by-step guide, the only one of its kind, will help you
RESEARCH, EXECUTE & PREPARE your airline complaint in
a manner that almost guarantees compensation from the airline
company before you even go to court. Remember, knowing what to
do, when to do it and how to do it are the critical factors that will
determine your success; this guide will equip you with exactly that
information….
Get your copy of the Sue the Airline guide right now while the limited
time only discount offer still exists . . .
Order Your Copy Now!
https://ssl.clickbank.net/order/orderform.html?time=1257057963&vvvv=7374616972&item=1

